
CONCLUSION
•Cold nuclear matter effects in high-pT reconstructed jets ind+Au

are critical for understanding Au+Au effects such as energy loss

•Reconstructed jets complement and extend measurements from
inclusive single hadrons

•TheRdA with respect to centrality probes the impact parameter de-
pendence of nuclear parton distribution functions, in which there
has been recent theoretical progress[5]

•We observe a mild suppression (moderate enhancement) in central
(peripheral) events of jet production relative to binary-scaledp+p
collisions
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COMPARISONS

Figure 5:RdA compared to PHENIXπ0 results from the RHIC 2003 run[3]. The
hadron energy scale has not been corrected to the jet scale.

Figure 6:RCP compared to new preliminary PHENIXπ0 andη results from the
RHIC 2008 run[4]. The hadron energy scale has not been corrected to the jet
scale.
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Figure 4: 0-20% (black) and 60-88% (red)RdA for jetsFigure 3: Invariant jet yields ford+Au andp+p jets

RESULTS
•Gaussian filter jets withprec

T from 9 to 40 GeV/c (Figure 3) have been successfully reconstructed ind+Au andp+p

•Reconstructed jetRdA
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measures the absolute nuclear modification relative top+p

–RdA in central collisions (black points, Figure 4) shows a slight (10-15%) suppression at high-pT, possibly due to nPDF effects
or small initial state energy loss

–RdA in peripheral collisions (red points, Figure 4) shows a moderate (30%) enhancement at high-pT, possibly due to Cronin
effects or a not yet understood effect in the geometric scaling of peripherald+Au collisions

–This confirms the high-pT behavior suggested by the statistically limited PHENIX 2003π0 results[3] (Figure 5)

•Reconstructed jetRCP
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measures the nuclear modification relative to peripheral (60-88%) collisions

–Smaller systematics thanRdA, can better illustrate magnitude of the difference between centralities
–RCP shows a strong suppression from a combination of effects in theRdA

–Consistent with the magnitude andpT-dependence of new high-statistics PHENIX 2008π0 andη result[4] (Figure 6)

•Gaussian filterσ = 0.3 jet reconstruction[1] (Figure 2):

–Seedless, infrared and collinear safe algorithm with continuous angular weighing
–Focuses core of the jet, optimizing S/B and increasing stability against background
–Previously used inp+p and Cu+Cu collisions at PHENIX[2]

•Good jet reconstruction requirements:

–Fiducial cut∆η ,∆φ > 0.05 away from acceptance edges
–Gaussian-weighted constituents> 2.5 (three or more hard fragments)

•Corrected for trigger efficiency using data-driven efficiency determination

•Mild underlying event effects ind+Au:

–Evaluated with embedding analysis (MC detector scale jets + minimum bias data)
–Yields in d+Au corrected top+p energy scale with bin-by-bin unfolding

• prec
T > 9 GeV/c reconstructed jets:

–Fake rate determined to be< 5% from data
Figure 2: Example of Gaussian filter local maxi-
mum finding

JET RECONSTRUCTION

•RHIC 2008 data,d+Au (46×109 events,
∫

L = 23 nb−1) andp+p (4.7×109 events,
∫

L = 190 nb−1) collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV

•PHENIX central arms at|η |< 0.35,∆φ = π (Figure 1):

–Charged trackspT >400 MeV/c in the Drift Chamber (DC), Pad Chambers (PC1,3),
Ring ImagingČerenkov Detector (RICH) measureh±, e±

–Neutral clusterspT > 400 MeV/c in the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMCal)
measureπ0, γ, and someh0 (with lower efficiency)

•High-rate DAQ can take complementary Minimum Bias and triggered datasets

–Electromagnetic/RICH Trigger (ERT) requires> 2.1(1.6) GeV in 4x4 tile in lead-
scintillator (lead-glass) calorimeter modules
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Figure 1: PHENIX detector configuration 2008

ABSTRACT
Proton-nucleus (p+A) collisions can be used to investigatecold nuclear
matter effects on hard-scattered partons and serve as an important base-
line for heavy-ion collisions. In particular, p+A collisions at different
centrality selections can probe the impact parameter dependence of nu-
clear *parton* distribution functions, initial state energy loss and final
state parton interactions in the cold nucleus. Jet reconstruction can bet-
ter determine the initial parton kinematics and recent improvements in
analysis techniques allow the exploration of these effectsover a widepT

range. We present the latest jet reconstruction measurements performed
with the PHENIX detector at RHIC in deuteron-gold (d+Au) collisions
at 200 GeV using the Gaussian filter algorithm and discuss thepossible
implications on descriptions of cold nuclear matter.
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